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1. In their senior year, four young friends band together to get what they want. What are their names?

2. Fill out the gaps: Annie is trying to lose her ___ to her ___

3. Fill out the gaps: Stephanie is a confident ___ player who is ___ her school’s ___ principal into ___ by 
recording him being chained up and ___ by her

4. Fill out the gaps: Kayla is ___ about her ___ Tim cheating and constantly goes through his ___ asking if she is 
the best ___ he has ever had

5. Fill out the gaps: Michelle is a Sex Toy ___ who prides herself on her ___

6. What does Michelle do when she is distracted by the new guy in school, Grant, as she is rushing to class?

7. Grant witnesses WHO breaking up with Kayla, and offers his help in making her ex jealous?

8. Stephanie knocks Grant to the ground when she first meets him, what is she playing at the time?

9. Who does Michelle take to the sex shop to buy her first toy?

10. What does Annie buy from the sex shop?

11. Which two friends end up liking Grant and employ ways to win his affection?

12. Michelle, playing the damsel in distress trips and falls into a locker in front of Grant, who takes her to the 
nurse and Oliver. Who is Oliver?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Annie, Kayla, Michelle and Stephanie
2. Virginity / Boyfriend
3. Lacrosse / Blackmailing / Perverted / Retiring / 

Whipped
4. Insecure / Boyfriend / Phone / Girlfriend
5. Expert / Knowledge
6. Runs into a door

7. Tim
8. Lacrosse
9. Annie
10. A vibrating set of panties
11. Michelle and Stephanie
12. The principles assistant
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